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ABSTRACT
The connection between age, rotation and chemical abundance of magnetic Ap stars is
poorly understood. Using open clusters, we are able to study samples of stars that are
both co-eval and co-environmental. By determining rotation and chemical abundance
for Ap star members of clusters with various ages, the variations of these properties as
a function of age and environment can be derived. All four probable Ap star members
of the open cluster NGC 6475, as well as one normal late B star, were studied using
detailed spectrum synthesis of high resolution UVES-POP spectra. Probable cluster
membership was confirmed for all five stars, however chemical abundance anomalies
only appear to be present in spectra of three. Projected rotational velocity and chem-
ical abundances for 21 elements ranging from C to Eu are presented for the 5 stars.
In the three peculiar stars we find overabundances of Si, Cr, Mn, Fe and rare earths
such as Nd, characteristic of Ap stars. The set of chemically peculiar stars show fairly
homogeneous abundance tables, however notable differences exist for a few elements.
There also exist appreciable differences in the v sin i and main sequence evolutionary
stage of the chemically peculiar stars. This may hint at the underlying processes giving
rise to the observed abundance anomalies. With this first detailed study of chemical
abundances of a complete sample of magnetic Ap/Bp stars in an open cluster, we have
initiated an exploration of the environmental and evolutionary influence on chemical
peculiarity.
Key words: To be added...
1 INTRODUCTION
Ap and Bp stars are intermediate-mass main sequence stars
that display strong photospheric abundance anomalies. In
particular, iron peak elements can be strongly overabundant
compared to solar: Fe by +1 dex and Cr up to +3 dex. Si
can also be overabundant by +1 dex and rare earth elements,
such as Nd and Eu, can be even more strongly over abun-
dant in the star’s photosphere. In addition to these strong
peculiarities, Ap and Bp stars also possess strong magnetic
fields (∼ 1 kG) that are ordered on large scales; these are
predominantly dipolar in structure. This is remarkable since
intermediate mass stars do not possess the deep convective
envelopes needed to power a conventional dynamo, as seen
in lower mass stars. There certainly exists a link between the
strong magnetic fields and the observed chemical peculiari-
ties. In rough terms, the abundance anomalies are a result
⋆ E-mail: Colin.Folsom@rmc.ca
of the competing effects of radiative levitation and gravita-
tional settling, producing a chemically stratified atmosphere.
Elements with a local accumulation near the surface of the
star appear overabundant. The magnetic field is thought to
provide additional stability to the atmosphere allowing hor-
izontal inhomogeneities and vertical stratification to persist.
However, this picture is still incomplete. The details of the
stratification process and the effects of the magnetic field
are not understood. As well, the origin of the magnetic field
remains a mystery. Perhaps most glaringly, the evolution
of magnetic fields and chemical anomalies in Ap/Bp stars
during the main sequence phase remains unknown.
Significant effort has gone into examining specific Ap
and Bp stars: modelling chemical abundances, magnetic
fields, and non-uniform distributions of elements both ver-
tically and horizontally across a star’s surface. Despite a
growing sample of well modelled Ap/Bp stars, our ability
to describe general trends as these stars age is limited. De-
termining the age of an isolated star to a high degree of
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accuracy can be difficult. Moreover, Ap/Bp stars display
abnormal photometric properties, which can greatly exacer-
bate errors in the dating of a star. (See Bagnulo et al. 2006
for further discussion of these difficulties.) Consequently, de-
tailed analysis of Ap/Bp stars (often referred to as simply
Ap stars) in open clusters can be of great benefit. The large
sample of normal stars in an open cluster enables one to de-
termine a much more accurate age then is possible for a lone
field Ap star, which can then be applied to all stars in the
cluster. With accurate ages and detailed properties, a proper
description of the evolution of Ap stars can be obtained.
A few papers have dealt with chemical abundances anal-
ysis of intermediate mass stars in open clusters. Burkhart
and Coupry (1998) examined the Praesepe open cluster and
found a number of Am stars. Varenne and Monier (1999)
investigated a large sample of stars in the Hyades cluster
and reported abundances for normal A and F stars, as well
as a number of chemically peculiar stars. Stu¨tz et al. (2006)
looked at 5 stars in the open cluster IC 2391 and found some
evidence for chemical peculiarity in one. Despite this begin-
ning, much work remains before we can properly describe
the evolution of Ap stars. This paper focuses on one clus-
ter in particular, the 220 Myr old NGC 6475. Membership
is confirmed and a detailed abundance analysis is presented
for four probable Ap members of this cluster, as well as for
one normal B member.
2 MEMBERSHIP DETERMINATION
2.1 Properties of NGC 6475
NGC 6475 (M7) is a well-known open cluster in the con-
stellation Scorpius. The cluster has a heliocentric distance
of 280 ± 26 pc (Robichon et al. 1999). A logarithmic age
of 8.35 ± 0.1 y was determined by Meynet et al. (1993) us-
ing the cluster UBV colour-magnitude diagram. This cluster
age was confirmed, and the age uncertainty derived, by fit-
ting isochrones to the H-R diagram positions of the cluster
stars. Photometric data for the cluster stars was obtained
from the WEBDA on-line database1 (Mermilliod, 1995). In
general this list was not checked to confirm membership,
however a few of the more important objects (eg. red gi-
ants) were investigated. Isochrones were generated by linear
interpolation of the tabulated evolutionary model calcula-
tions of Schaller et al. (1992), for standard mass loss rate
and a metallicity Z=0.020. With a focus on the 2 confirmed
red giant members of NGC 6475, the age of the cluster was
constrained to be 8.35 ± 0.1 logarithmic years. As a com-
parison, Kharchenko et al. (2005) derive ages for nearly 200
clusters, including NGC 6475. Their method involves fitting
isochrones to individual cluster members and then determin-
ing an average cluster age. Kharchenko et al. determined a
logarithmic age of 8.22 for NGC 6475 and they quote a liter-
ature value (from a private communication by A. V. Loktin
in 2004) of 8.48. These two values are in agreement with our
values, within the total estimated error bar.
There have been several modern studies of the cluster’s
apparent motion: van Leeuwen (1999) and Robichon et al.
(1999) both used Hipparcos data to derive the cluster proper
1 http://www.univie.ac.at/webda/
motion, while Dias et al. (2001) employed Tycho-2 data.
van Leeuwen (1999) reports proper motion in right ascen-
sion µα = 2.64±0.35 mas yr
−1, proper motion in declination
µδ = −4.87 ± 0.22 mas yr
−1, and parallax pi = 3.71 ± 0.32
mas. Robichon et al. (1999) report µα = 2.59 ± 0.34
mas yr−1, µδ = −4.98 ± 0.21 mas yr
−1, and pi = 3.57 ± 0.30
mas. Dias et al. (2001) report µα = 1.7 ± 2.1 mas yr
−1
and µδ = −3.7 ± 2.1 mas yr
−1. These values are all in mu-
tual agreement. Cluster radial velocity was investigated by
Gieseking (1985), who found −15.3 ± 0.5 km s−1, and by
Robichon et al. (1999), who found −14.7± 0.2 kms−1.
2.2 Membership Data for the Stars
Five stars in NGC 6475 were analysed in this study:
HD 162305 (B9), HD 162576 (B9p), HD 162725 (B9p),
HD 320764 (A6), and HD 162817 (B9). The spectral classi-
fications are from Renson’s catalogue (1991). Proper motion
and parallax data were found for HD 162576, HD 162725,
and HD 162817 in the Hipparcos catalogue (ESA 1997). Ad-
ditional proper motion data were found for all five stars in
the Tycho-2 data base (Høg et al. 2000). Additional proper
motion data for all five stars were found in Bastian and
Ro¨ser’s Positions and Proper Motions - South catalogue
(Ro¨ser & Bastian, 1993). Although consistent with the re-
sults of the former studies, the PPM-S data are significantly
less precise and will not be considered further. The kine-
matic data for individual stars, which are consistent with
the cluster motion discussed in Sect. 2.1, are reported in
Table 1.
Radial velocities were reported by Gieseking (1985) for
all 5 stars. Additionally, radial velocities were measured from
our own observed spectra. During the synthetic spectrum
fitting procedure radial velocity was considered to be a free
parameter. The quoted errors take into account noise in the
observed spectrum, uncertainties in v sin i, and unmodelled
blended lines. The measurements of Gieseking are in reason-
able agreement with our own radial velocities, and all are
consistent with the cluster radial velocities from Gieseking
(1985) and Robichon et al. (1999)
Based on this analysis, we conclude that all five stars
are high probability members of NGC 6475.
3 BASIC PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Three reddening-corrected methods were used to calculate
the effective temperature of the four probable Ap stars.
uvbyβ and Geneva photometry were obtained for each star
from the General Catalogue of Photometric Data2 (Mermil-
liod at al. 1997). A first determination of the effective tem-
perature and surface gravity were obtained using TempLogG
(Stu¨tz et al. 2002). This software package attempts to au-
tomatically correct for reddening. A second determination
was obtained using Geneva photometry and the calibration
of North and Nicolet (1990), assuming their [M/H](Z) = 1
coefficients. Finally, the Hauck and North (1992) recalibra-
tion of the North and Nicolet (1990) calibration, adapted
2 http://obswww.unige.ch/gcpd/
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Tycho-2 Hipparcos Gieseking This Work
Star µα mas yr−1 µδ masyr
−1 µα mas yr−1 µδ masyr
−1 pi mas yr−1 Vr km s−1 Vr km s−1
HD 162305 2.2± 1.5 −4.2± 1.5 −− −− −− −12.3± 1.6 −19.0± 2.6
HD 162576 3.1± 1.2 −3.6± 1.3 3.10± 1.33 −4.92± 1.00 3.94± 0.97 −14.8± 1.6 −13.7± 1.7
HD 162725 4.2± 1.3 −5.6± 1.3 4.33± 1.09 −4.59± 0.78 3.35± 0.90 −9.4± 1.2 −14.4± 2.6
HD 320764 0.7± 1.5 −5.6± 1.5 −− −− −− −12.0± 2.4 −19.1± 3.3
HD 162817 3.2± 1.3 −4.5± 1.3 10.5± 4.1 −4.62± 0.70 3.87± 0.84 −15.7± 1.5 −13.2± 2.7
NGC 6475 1.7± 2.1 −3.7± 2.1 2.59± 0.34 −4.98± 0.21 3.57± 0.30 −15.3± 0.5 −−
Table 1. Kinematic data for all five stars from the Tycho-2, Hipparcos, and Gieseking’s (1985) catalogues. Tycho-2 kinematic data for
the cluster is obtained from Dias et al. (2001), Hipparcos kinematic values are from Robichon et al. (1999).
specifically for Ap stars, was used. This gave a third effec-
tive temperature, although no corresponding log g value.
These methods make use of the reddening free X and Y pa-
rameters. The resulting values from the three calibrations
were then averaged to give the adopted temperature and
surface gravity. The standard deviations were adopted as
the uncertainties of the average values. The uncertainty val-
ues for our effective temperatures may be overly optimistic.
We have implicitly assumed that the calibrations used are
independent, and that there are no systematic errors in the
resulting temperatures. Additionally, we have only sampled
a small number of calibrations. A more conservative esti-
mate might be ±500 K in Teff . However, lacking evidence
that our uncertainties are incorrect, we will proceed with
the derived Teff values reported in Table 2.
For the normal B9.5 star HD 162817, TempLogG and
the calibration of North and Nicolet (1990) were used to de-
termine atmospheric properties. (The calibration of Hauck
and North was not appropriate for this presumably chem-
ically normal star.) As an additional check of the adopted
Teff and log g values, synthetic ATLAS9 Balmer line profiles
with corresponding temperatures and gravities were com-
pared with the observed Hα profiles. Good agreement was
found. Spectrum synthesis for HD 162817 with these values
also provides a better fit than models adjusted in Teff by
500 K or in log g by 0.5. In particular, lines produced by
different ionization states of the same element could be more
accurately fit at this temperature and log g.
The stars were placed on an H-R diagram based on their
effective temperature and bolometric corrected luminosity.
The cluster parallax from Robichon et al. (1999) and the
bolometric correction of Balona (1994) were used to com-
pute the luminosities. The H-R diagram is presented in Fig-
ure 1, showing the derived positions of the stars as well as
the cluster isochrone (8.35 log years) and evolutionary tracks
from 2 to 4 M⊙ (Schaller et al. 1992). From the diagram we
estimate masses for the five stars, which are shown in Table
2. Radii for the stars are estimated from effective tempera-
ture and luminosity, and included in Table 2. The fraction
of the main sequence lifetime elapsed for each star, τ , is
also given in Table 2. The τ values are calculated using the
cluster’s age and the evolutionary track corresponding to
the star’s mass, with uncertainties taking into account the
uncertainty on the stellar mass and cluster age. Finally, we
determined an age for each star based on its H-R diagram
position. These ages are fully consistent with the cluster age
derived above. The uncertainties of these values are based
on the range of isochrones that pass through the rectangle
described by the star’s position error bars. Departures from
standard mass loss and Z=0.02 are not considered. While
the error bars on some of the stars are small, one must note
that these objects are nearing the terminal age main se-
quence (TAMS) line, where the isochrones strongly diverge.
Thus, for some of our stars, we derive an unusually precise
age based on H-R diagram position. Despite this relative
precision, we consider the cluster age more definitive, and
use it where possible. If we were to use a more conservative
uncertainty on Teff of 500 K, the uncertainties on log L/L⊙
would increase by about 0.01, mass would be approximately
0.05 M⊙ more uncertain, radius 0.1 R⊙ more uncertain, and
τ 0.05 more uncertain. The H-R diagram age would be 0.05
log yr more uncertain for our more precise limits, up to 0.2
log yr more uncertain for our least precise values.
In principle, the cluster age can be used to constrain
the H-R diagram location of cluster members, providing ac-
curate masses and luminosities. However, the divergence of
isochrones toward the TAMS leads to large uncertainties in
the derived properties of more massive cluster members us-
ing this method. In the case of our sample of five stars this
method did not provide any advantage. The H-R diagram
positions of the stars are already well constrained, thanks to
the relatively precise cluster parallax. While no more precise,
the luminosities and masses determined using the cluster age
are in agreement with the values presented in Table 2.
4 HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTRA
The observed spectra employed in this investigation were
obtained within the context of the Paranal Observatory
Project (POP) program (ESO DDT Program ID 266.D-
5655), using the UVES high-resolution spectrograph at
ESO-VLT. This project aims to collect a library of high
resolution spectra which are readily available to the public
(Bagnulo et al., 2003). A large number of field stars have
been observed by the UVES-POP, as well as stars in two
open clusters: NGC 6475 and IC 2391. In total about 80
cluster stars and about 330 field stars have been observed.
The spectra cover about 300 nm to 1000 nm, with two
small gaps, at a resolving power of approximately 80000.
c© 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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Star Temperature (K) log g log L/L⊙ Mass (M⊙) Radius (R⊙) τ H-R Age (log yr)
HD 162305 10580 ± 220 3.9± 0.1 1.827± 0.075 2.7± 0.1 2.5± 0.2 0.5± 0.1 6 8.45
HD 162576 10640 ± 270 3.7± 0.1 2.159± 0.076 3.1± 0.2 3.6± 0.3 0.7± 0.2 8.40+0.05
−0.04
HD 162725 9820± 400 3.5± 0.2 2.327± 0.078 3.2± 0.3 5.1± 0.5 0.7± 0.2 8.43+0.11
−0.06
HD 320764 8820± 390 4.2± 0.1 1.258± 0.076 2.0± 0.1 1.9± 0.2 0.2± 0.1 8.35+0.10
−0.25
HD 162817 9940± 360 3.4± 0.1 2.459± 0.077 3.4± 0.2 5.8± 0.6 0.8± 0.2 8.43+0.05
−0.08
Table 2. Derived physical properties of the five program stars. τ is the time fraction of the star’s main sequence evolution that has been
completed, assuming the cluster age for each star and evolutionary tracks from Schaller et al. (1992) with Z = 0.02. The H-R age is the
age estimated for each star individually, based only on its H-R diagram position.
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Figure 1. H-R diagram showing the derived positions of stars
discussed in the paper, with evolutionary tracks and isochrones
for log(age) = 8.35± 0.1, based on the calculations of Schaller et
al. (1992) for standard mass loss and Z=0.02. Evolutionary tracks
are labelled by mass in M⊙.
The majority of the data reduction was performed by an
automated pipeline developed for the UVES instrument.
Parameters were tailored for the POP, using the “aver-
age extraction” method instead of the “optimal extraction”
method. This pipeline automatically considers bias and flat
field corrections, and wavelength calibration. The pipeline
also attempts to correct for bad CCD pixels and subtracts
the background sky from the spectrum. For a further de-
scription of the pipeline see Ballester et al. (2000). Once
downloaded from the POP internet site, the individual spec-
tral orders were continuum normalized with the aid of the
continuum routine in the Image Reduction and Analysis Fa-
cility (IRAF)3 using a 5th to 10th order Legendre poly-
nomial depending on the order of the spectrum. The in-
dividual orders were then merged, and the correction to
the heliocentric rest frame was calculated using the IRAF
rvcorrect routine. The UVES POP spectra are provided in
3 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Obser-
vatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy (AURA), Inc., under cooperative agree-
ment with the National Science Foundation.
both merged and unmerged ‘2D’ forms, however we found
the unmerged form to be more useful. The merged spectra
display an artifact, apparently due to the merging process:
there is a slight ripple in the continuum level. Thus we pre-
fer the unmerged ‘2D’ spectra which contain the original
unmerged echelle orders.
5 SPECTRUM SYNTHESIS
The observed spectra were modelled using the Zeeman2
(Landstreet 1988; Wade et al. 2001) spectrum synthesis
code. Chemical abundances and projected rotational veloc-
ities v sin i were determined by direct fitting of the synthe-
sized spectra. For each of the five stars, several spectral re-
gions were examined. Uniform vertical and horizontal abun-
dance distributions were assumed. While a uniform hori-
zontal distribution is almost certainly not the case for some
elements in some stars, with only one observation per star,
it is impossible to accurately model surface distributions.
For all Ap/Bp stars, a dipolar photospheric magnetic
field was assumed, with an intensity of 1 kG, oriented with
the positive magnetic pole pointing directly along the line-
of-sight toward the observer. No positive detections of the
magnetic fields of the Ap star members of NGC 6475 are
available in the literature. Bagnulo et al. (2006) obtain null
results for the longitudinal fields of HD 162305, HD 162725
and HD 320764 with 1σ error bars of about 50 G. However,
the longitudinal magnetic fields of Ap stars are variable,
and have a typical rms of only about 300 G (Bohlender &
Landstreet 1990). Given the small number of magnetic ob-
servations (just one for HD 162725 and HD 320764, and
two for HD 162305) the stars could quite probably have
been observed when the visible field configuration produced
a longitudinal magnetic field below the detection threshold.
We therefore assume that these are “typical” magnetic Ap
stars with surface field strengths of about 1 kG. Inclusion
of this weak magnetic field introduces magnetic desatura-
tion, and therefore decreases slightly (by about 0.05 dex)
the abundances inferred from most lines.
For the normal star HD 162817 it was assumed that
there was no magnetic field. Microturbulence was also as-
sumed to be absent in the atmosphere of this star. While
this may not be strictly correct for a star with Teff 10000
K, there are no discrepancies between our synthetic and ob-
served spectra of the type one would expect if there were a
significant microturbulence. Both weaker and stronger lines
c© 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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of the same species are well fit with a single abundance value.
However, due to the higher projected rotational velocities of
this star and our program stars, few (if any) weak lines (on
the linear part of the curve of growth) are actually detected
and modelled. Therefore undetected microturbulence may
exist, but would have an impact, at most, at the level of our
uncertainty in abundance. For example a 1 km/s microtur-
bulence would decrease our abundance values for this star
by at most 0.1 dex.
For all program stars except HD 320764, microturbu-
lence was assumed to be suppressed, either directly or indi-
rectly, by the presence of a magnetic field. Therefore, no mi-
croturbulence was assumed in computing the line profiles of
HD 162305, HD 162576, and HD 162725. For HD 320764 a 1
kms−1 microturbulence was assumed. In this star, it proved
impossible to determine a microturbulence observationally.
The very large rotational broadening makes finding the nec-
essary mix of weak and strong lines of the same species im-
possible. However, for a normal A star with a temperature
of 8800 K we expect there to be a small microturbulence
(Landstreet 1998), so a conservative value of 1 km s−1 was
chosen.
Input atomic line data was extracted from the Vienna
Atomic Line Database (Kupka et at. 1999). An “extract stel-
lar” request was used with the Teff and log g values from
Table 2. 1 dex overabundances of Si, Cr, Fe, and 3 dex over-
abundances all rare earth elements were used to ensure a
complete line list. A 2 km s−1 microturbulence was used to
simulate a weak magnetic field. Only lines with a central line
depth greater then 0.01, as a fraction of the continuum, were
used. The list of lines and atomic data employed is provided
in Table 3 (available only in electronic form).
The general spectrum fitting strategy involved itera-
tively synthesizing a spectrum, examining the fit by eye,
and then adjusting the input model parameters accordingly.
In some more complicated cases, for stars with line pro-
file shapes which depart significantly from the rotationally-
broadened model (probably due to surface abundance non-
uniformities), correspondence between model and observed
equivalent widths was also verified. Uncertainties on the fi-
nal v sin i and abundance values are based on the dispersion
of values determined from many absorption lines. If few ab-
sorption lines of an element are present in the observed spec-
trum, the uncertainty includes a conservative estimate for
the change in abundance necessary to shift the synthesized
spectrum well above the noise level, and any possible nor-
malization errors. Thus, uncertainty values presented from
spectrum synthesis correspond to a 2− 3σ confidence level.
5.1 HD 162817
The primary motivation for examining HD 162817 was to
check that our fitting procedure produced the expected, ap-
proximately solar, abundance values for a normal late B-
type star. HD 162817 is a normal B9 star with no known
peculiarities and V magnitude of 6.11. The observed spec-
trum for this star is of good quality, with a peak signal-to-
noise ratio of approximately 280. The line profiles of this star
are moderately broad, and profiles of unblended lines show
no obvious asymmetries. A solar abundance ATLAS9 model
atmosphere (Kurucz 1993) with a temperature of 10000 K
and log g of 3.5 was used to model the spectrum of this star.
A projected rotational velocity (v sin i) of 79± 3 kms−1was
found. The mean best fit chemical abundances, derived for
12 elements, are reported in Table 4. Illustrative regions of
the observed spectrum, compared with the best fit synthetic
spectrum, are shown in Figure 2. For most elements, the de-
rived abundances of HD 162817 are consistent with solar
values. In particular, iron peak elements such as Cr, nor-
mally overabundant in Ap stars, display solar abundances.
This is not a surprising result, but it confirms the accuracy
of our fitting method.
Hempel & Holweger (2003) determined abundances
for a number of late B stars including HD 162817. They
first determined the effective temperature Teff=9190 K and
log g=3.15, based on Stro¨mgren photometry and the cali-
bration of Napiwotzki et al. (1993) and assumed a micro-
turbulent velocity of 1 ± 1 kms−1. Notably, this effective
temperature is not consistent with the spectral classifica-
tion of B9. They derived LTE abundances, in dex relative
to the sun, of O (1.1), Mg (0.06), Si (0.12), Ca (-0.53), Fe
(0.29), and Sr (-0.07). Our abundances for Mg, Si, and Fe
are consistent with theirs within 2σ. We derive no Sr abun-
dance for comparison. Our Ca abundance (0.24 ± 0.4 dex
above solar) is greater than that of Hempel & Holweger by
∼ 0.7 dex. Hempel & Holweger provide no uncertainty on
their value, but if their uncertainty is similar to ours, then
the values may in fact be consistent within 2σ. Addition-
ally, their Ca abundance value is derived from only one line,
reducing our confidence in the value somewhat. Hempel &
Holweger use Ca atomic data extracted from VALD, as do
we, so the log gf values used should be the same. The Ca II K
line at 3934 A˚ that Hempel & Holweger use has been known
to display the effects of stratification in many Ap stars (Ba-
bel, 1994), however as HD 162817 appears to be a normal B
star this not likely to be the source of the discrepancy. Addi-
tionally, the Ca II K line is a particularly strong line, which
leaves the slight possibility of some undiagnosed non-LTE
effect reducing the accuracy of an abundance based solely
on this line.
Hempel & Holweger, using the O i λ7771 triplet, derive
a non-LTE abundance of 0.63 dex above solar. This is well
above our abundance of solar ±0.1 dex, based on O i λ6162.
To investigate this discrepancy, we redetermined our abun-
dances using Hempel & Holweger’s temperature and log g
resulting in an increase in our abundance by about 0.2 dex.
We then determined an abundance for the O i λ7771 triplet
(assuming LTE) and obtained an abundance 1.3 dex over so-
lar. There appears to be a large NLTE effect in this feature,
likely responsible for much of the discrepancy we observe.
If this were fully taken into account, along with the correct
temperature, then our results would likely be much more
similar.
5.2 HD 162576
HD 162576 is classified as B9p SiCr, with a V magnitude of
6.99 and has an approximate rotation period of 3.43 days
(Catalano & Renson 1998). The catalogue of Renson et
al. (1991) indicates that this is a highly probable chemi-
cally peculiar star. The observed spectrum for HD 162576
is of good quality, with a peak signal-to-noise ratio of 300,
and sharp lines that are relatively smooth and unblended.
Unfortunately a segment of the spectrum in the red, from
c© 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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Figure 2. A sample segment of spectrum from HD 162817. The black line is the observed spectrum, the solid smooth line is the
calculated best fit spectrum. The dashed smooth line is a calculated spectrum assuming solar abundances. The major contributors to
each absorption feature have are indicated.
about 5750 A˚ to about 6700 A˚, was of unusually poor qual-
ity and hence unavailable for the purposes of modelling. A
temperature of 10500 K and a surface gravity of 4.0 were
adopted for the solar abundance ATLAS9 model atmosphere
of HD 162576. We derived a projected rotational velocity of
28 ± 3 kms−1 and mean chemical abundances for 17 ele-
ments, reported in Table 4. A sample segment of spectrum
with its best fit model is shown in Figure 3. Clear over-
abundances of Si, Cr, and Mn can be seen while O, Mg,
and Ca are underabundant. The cores of both the Cr and
Ti lines in this spectrum show some structure. Ti lines are
significantly deeper on the blue side of the line then the red.
The Cr lines display a slight rise at the very centre of the
line. This subtle structure is likely the result of non-uniform
surface abundance distributions of these elements, and their
modelling is beyond the scope of this paper.
5.3 HD 162725
HD 162725 is a B9p SiCr star with a V magnitude of 6.42
and a rotation period of 4.459 days (Renson & Catalano
2001). Renson et al. (1991) list this star as a well-established
chemically peculiar star. This is another sharp-lined star
with a high (320) signal-to-noise ratio. Line profiles of some
elements show obvious line profile structure and asymmetry.
A temperature of 9750 K and a surface gravity of 3.5 were
adopted for the model atmosphere. One notable feature of
the spectrum is a distinct asymmetry in the chromium lines.
There is a clear depression on the blue side of the line and
a peak near line centre. This suggests that there may be a
strongly inhomogeneous distribution of Cr across the sur-
face of this star. Our uniform-abundance model provides a
relatively poor fit to these complex profiles. In order to de-
rive the abundance of Cr, we verified that the equivalent
widths of the observed and synthesized spectral lines were
in good agreement. This technique of matching equivalent
widths was used for Fe as well, as lines of this element also
appear to display slightly asymmetric line profiles. The re-
sulting mean abundances for 15 elements are reported in
Table 4. A sample section of spectrum is shown in Figure
4. HD 162725 exhibits strong overabundances of iron peak
elements, as well as some rare earth elements such as Nd
and Eu. Si appears overabundant, however O, Mg and Ca
are under abundant.
5.4 HD 162305
HD 162305 is classified as a B9 star with a V magnitude of
7.81. Renson et al. (1991) list this star as having a doubt-
ful chemically peculiar nature. It was included in our study,
as a likely Ap star, due to its large ∆a photometric value
(Maitzen & Floquet, 1981) and unusual line profiles. Our
observation of this star has a very good peak signal-to-noise
ratio of 420. HD 162305 has broader lines then the previous
2 stars, and again asymmetries are clearly present in the
high-resolution spectrum. The strong asymmetries are most
obvious in the Cr lines, there is a large flux increase in the
centre of the line profile and both blue and red wings are sig-
nificantly deeper. Other elements also display asymmetries:
Fe lines tend to be deeper in the blue wing and Ti lines rise
significantly in the centre of the core. An effective tempera-
ture of 10500 K and surface gravity of 4.0 were adopted for
the ATLAS9 model atmosphere. The notably broader lines
of this star imply a significantly greater projected rotational
velocity. The calculated v sin i of 85 ± 5 kms−1is roughly
three times larger for this star than for the previous two.
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Figure 4. A sample segment of spectrum from HD 162725. The lines and labels have the same significance as in Figure 2.
Since the total amount of light absorbed is independent of
rotational broadening, the line depth will decrease as the
line width grows. As a result, line cores in the spectrum of
HD 162305 are closer to the noise level. Additionally, any
asymmetries in the line profile, due to inhomogeneous dis-
tributions of elements across the surface of the star, will be
much more prominent in the spectrum of a faster rotating
star. These two effects combine to increase the difficulty of
the fitting procedure for HD 162305.
Fitting v sin i was accomplished by focusing on the
wings of a large number of lines; the core was largely ne-
glected due to line profile structure. In order to determine
element abundances, we once again fit the equivalent widths
of lines with weak blending. The best fit abundances are re-
ported in Table 4 and a sample section of spectrum is shown
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in Figure 5. In the photosphere of HD 162305, Cr and Mn
are strongly overabundant, as is Nd, while O and Mg are
underabundant.
5.5 HD 320764
The fifth star, HD 320764, is classified as A6, and has a V
magnitude of 8.93. Renson et al. (1991) consider this star to
be of a doubtful chemically peculiar nature. This star was
included in our study, as possibly peculiar, do to its larger
∆a photometric value (Maitzen & Floquet, 1981). The spec-
trum of HD 320764 exhibits the broadest lines and a signal-
to-noise ratio of 320. Despite the high signal-to-noise ratio,
the shallow lines of this star make noise more of a problem
then in the other stars investigated. A temperature of 8750 K
and surface gravity of 4.0 were adopted for the model atmo-
sphere. A 1 km s−1 microturbulence was used in the spec-
trum synthesis. If we were to increase this value to 2 kms−1,
this would result in a decrease in most abundances by about
0.2 dex. The v sin i determined by spectrum synthesis is 225
kms−1. Such a large v sin i makes modelling very challeng-
ing due to the very shallow and heavily blended lines. In the
spectrum of a star with lines this broad and shallow, contin-
uum normalization becomes a large potential source of error
and must be dealt with carefully. No clear asymmetries are
seen in this spectrum. The fitting procedure focused on both
the core and wings of the lines, although in this case draw-
ing a distinction between wing and core is not very useful.
It is very unusual for an Ap star to have a v sin i value this
large. Modelling of the spectrum of this star shows near solar
abundances for Cr, Fe, Ti and Ni with no clear overabun-
dances of rare earth elements. The abundance of Ca appears
marginally greater than solar, however only three lines were
used, all of which are particularly sensitive to microturbu-
lence. If we were to use a microturbulence of 2 kms−1 the
abundance would fall to 5.3 ± 0.5 dex, well within uncer-
tainty of solar. Due to this sensitivity and the uncertainty
in the microturbulence of HD 320764, the Ca abundance pre-
sented here is somewhat more uncertain then that of other
elements. Although uncertain, the abundances derived for
HD 320764 provide no evidence to suggest that the star is
chemically peculiar. The derived abundances are reported in
Table 4 and a sample section of spectrum is shown in Figure
6.
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Chemical abundances as well as projected rotation veloc-
ity have been determined for five confirmed members of
NCG 6475 (M7). The derived chemical abundances are pre-
sented graphically in Figure 7. Three stars are clearly clas-
sical Ap/Bp stars, and the normal B9 star has been con-
firmed to have solar abundances. However, the supposed Ap
star HD 320764 appears to be a chemically normal A star.
Abundances and abundance upper limits have been found
for a wide range of elements from C to Eu, with typical
2σ uncertainties (generally derived from the dispersion of
abundances determined from multiple absorption lines) of
0.3 dex.
The chemically normal B star HD 162817 displays abun-
dances that are within uncertainty of solar for essentially
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Figure 7. Abundances, relative to the sun, for all the modelled
elements in the five stars.
all elements. The three confirmed Ap stars all show strong
overabundances (as compared to the sun and as compared to
HD 162817) of Cr and Mn. Only marginal overabundances
are found for Si, Fe and Ni, while Ti is solar or marginally
underabundant. The rare earths Nd and Eu are also over-
abundant when detected in the Ap stars. The light elements
O and Mg are slightly underabundant. HD 320764 displays
abundances that are within uncertainty of solar for all ele-
ments detected, except for Ca and Mn. Mn is nearly within
uncertainty of solar and based only on one spectral window.
Ca is also nearly within uncertainty of solar and the lines
used are particularly sensitive to the choice of microturbu-
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Figure 6. A sample segment of spectrum from HD 320764. The lines and labels have the same significance as in Figure 2.
lence, making the abundance somewhat less certain than
that of other elements studied.
The structure and strong asymmetries observed in
many lines of HD 162576, HD 162725 and HD 162305 sup-
port the conclusion that these stars are magnetic Ap/Bp
stars. Complex line profiles including many double-peaked
profiles imply complicated surface abundance distributions.
The abundances presented in this paper therefore represent
averages of these complex distributions over the observable
hemisphere of star at the time of observation. Additional
high resolution spectra of these three stars are necessary if
the surface distributions are to be mapped.
The overabundances of Cr and Eu are marginally
greater for the cooler Ap star HD 162725 than for the two
hotter Ap stars, consistent with the cooler temperatures seen
in SrCrEu Ap stars when compared to Si Ap stars in the field
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HD 162576 HD 162725 HD 162305 HD 320764 HD 162817 Solar
Teff (K) 10640 ± 270 9820 ± 400 10580 ± 220 8820 ± 390 9940 ± 360
Mass (M⊙) 3.0± 0.4 3.3± 0.5 2.7± 0.3 2.0± 0.3 3.3± 0.4
v sin i (km s−1) 28 ± 3 32 ± 5 85 ± 5 225 ± 10 79 ± 3
C -5.3 ± 0.2 -3.7 ± 0.4 -3.48
O -3.5 ± 0.3 -3.8 ± 0.2 -3.8 ± 0.2 -3.5 ± 0.3 -3.1 ± 0.1 -3.17
Ne -3.5 ± 0.5 -3.5 ± 0.4 -3.92
Mg -5.5 ± 0.1 -5.2 ± 0.2 -5.2 ± 0.2 -4.8 ± 0.3 -4.45 ± 0.1 -4.42
Si -3.7 ± 0.2 -4.1 ± 0.4 -4.3 ± 0.3 -4.4 ± 0.4 -4.6 ± 0.5 -4.45
Ca -6.55 ± 0.2 -6.8 ± 0.4 -5.1 ± 0.5 -5.0 ± 0.5 -5.4 ± 0.4 -5.64
Sc -9.1 ± 0.2 -8.83
Ti -7.0 ± 0.3 -7.6 ± 0.3 -7.3 ± 0.3 -6.8 ± 0.4 -7.0 ± 0.3 -6.98
V 6 -7.7 -8.04
Cr -5.0 ± 0.3 -4.5 ± 0.3 -5.1 ± 0.2 -6.0 ± 0.4 -6.2 ± 0.3 -6.33
Mn -5.1 ± 0.2 -4.8 ± 0.3 -5.4 ± 0.2 -5.5 ± 1.0 -5.9 ± 0.5 -6.61
Fe -4.2 ± 0.3 -3.7 ± 0.3 -4.0 ± 0.2 -4.5 ± 0.3 -4.3 ± 0.2 -4.50
Co -7.1 ± 0.7 6 -6.5 -7.08
Ni -5.6 ± 0.5 -5.6 ± 0.5 -5.9 ± 0.3 -5.9 ± 0.5 -5.3 ± 0.5 -5.75
Ba -9.7 ± 0.3 -9.0 ± 0.4 -8.3 ± 0.7 6 -9 -10.0 ± 0.5 -9.87
La 6 -8.4 6 -8.5 6 -8.5 6 -9.5 -10.83
Ce 6 -8 6 -9 -10.42
Pr 6 -8.3 6 -8 -11.29
Nd -8.4 ± 0.3 -8.0 ± 0.3 -8.5 ± 0.7 6 -8.5 -10.50
Sm 6 -8.5 6 -9 -10.99
Eu 6 -9.5 -9.5 ± 0.5 6 -9 6 -9 -11.49
Table 4. Derived rotational velocities and abundances, averaged over all windows, for the five stars studied. Abundances reported for
each element as logN/Ntot. Quoted uncertainties in v sin i and abundance can be considered upper and lower limits, at about 2σ. Solar
abundances are from Grevesse & Sauval 1998.
(Wolff 1967). The values of Cr overabundance seen, and the
trend with temperature, are consistent with the pattern ob-
served by Ryabchikova et al. (2004). There is no clear re-
lationship between overabundance of elements and rotation
within the three chemically peculiar stars. However, it is
notable that the chemically normal stars on average have
significantly higher v sin i then the Ap stars. This is con-
sistent with published results, for example Abt & Morrell
(1995).
HD 162576 and HD 162725 have identical age and ini-
tial composition, as well as the same v sin i, mass, and their
derived effective temperatures are only marginally different
(820 ± 483 K). A period analysis shows that the stars have
similar periods at 3.43 and 4.459 days respectively (Catalano
& Renson 1998 and Renson & Catalano 2001). With our
adopted uncertainties, the abundances of most elements are
very similar in these two stars. There are some marginally
detectable differences: Si appears to be less abundant in
HD 162725 then in HD 162576, while Ba is more abundant.
Cr and Fe may be more abundant in HD 162725 as well.
The similarities in derived abundances between these two
stars suggest that age, mass, rotation speed, and possibly
magnetic field strength may be enough to uniquely deter-
mine a set of chemical peculiarities present in a late-B star.
The slight differences in abundance between the two stars
may be related to the difference in rotation period, phase of
rotation, or possibly magnetic field, between the two stars.
HD 162305 and HD 162576 have identical age, initial
composition, effective temperatures, and masses, but v sin i
differs by more than a factor of 3. These stars display many
similarities, but there are some significant abundance dif-
ferences (e.g. 1.45 ± 0.5 dex for Ca, 1.4 ± 0.8 dex for Ba).
Assuming that the true rotational velocities of these stars
differ by a similar factor, it could be that these differences
reflect the effects of rotational mixing.
HD 162305 is also nearly identical to HD 162725 except
in v sin i. Both stars have identical age and initial chemical
composition, as well as very similar masses and tempera-
tures. There are many similarities between these two stars,
as with HD 162576, but there are also some significant dif-
ferences, particularly the 1.7± 0.6 dex difference in Ca, and
smaller differences in Cr and Mn. A study of the rotation
periods of the five stars in this paper would be very useful,
as it would allow for much more definite comments on the
effect of rotational mixing in this sample of stars.
Even more remarkably, HD 162305 and HD 162817 (our
chemically normal comparison star) have formally identical
v sin i and only marginally different effective temperatures,
as well as identical age and initial chemical composition.
However, these stars display strong differences in the pho-
tospheric abundances of chemical elements (e.g. 1.1 ± 0.4
dex for Cr, 1.7± 0.9 dex for Ba). Presumably the difference
results from the presence of a magnetic field, but this begs
the question: what distinguishes the presence of magnetic
field in co-eval, co-environmental stars with similar masses,
temperatures and rotation speeds?
Some major questions about Ap stars remain. In partic-
ular how their magnetic fields, rotation and chemical abun-
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dances evolve over time is not well understood. Tempo-
ral changes in rotation speed and abundance patterns po-
tentially can provide valuable insights into the underlying
mechanisms producing the abundance anomalies and mag-
netic fields seen in Ap stars. In that context, this paper
serves as a first step in a larger effort to examine trends in
the evolution of Ap stars. The use of cluster stars allows us,
in principle, to remove the competing effects of age and en-
vironment, and allows for precise determination of mass and
evolutionary state, particularly for stars in the earlier half
of their lifetime. Through the use of a number of clusters
with different ages, one can construct a picture of evolu-
tionary trends. Thus the detailed chemical abundances of
all Ap stars, within a single cluster, presented in this study
provides important groundwork for a description of the for-
mation and evolution of abundances of Ap stars.
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